DISCOVER UMEÅ OUTDOORS
The pandemic stops us from organising joint meet-ups but the Umeå surroundings have a lot to offer. Check out our suggestions below and find out more on the Health on Campus website.

THE AIR IS FREE
National website for the 2021 Year of Outdoor Recreation with activities in different towns.

NATURKARTAN
This website lists hiking trails, jogging tracks and places to bathe all over Umeå, Västerbotten and Sweden. Search for Västerbottens län to find places nearby.

IKSU FRILUFTS
Experience nature and new friendships through outdoor forest adventures, on water and on mountains. Suits everyone.

ORIENTEERING
See previous page.

CITY NATURE
Discover Grössjön, Bölesholmarna and the Ume River.

NATURE CLOSE BY
Don't miss the pearls of Holmöarna, Norrbyskär, Hampsjön, Kont and Hörnån.

BIRD-WATCHING
Enjoy a walk to bird-singing with Umeå ornithologists.

CANOEING
Go out on your own, take a guided tour or enrol on a technique course.

CLIMBING
Try out indoor, sport and rock climbing.

MOUNTAIN BIKING
Well-marked trails suitable for everyone.

HEALTH TRACK – UMEÅ
"Hälsans stig" – a 10k, marked track for walking or running.

TEN TOPS OF TAVELSJÖ
Marked trails lead you up to ten peaks of the Tavelsjö mountains.

LECTURES ON DEMAND
Available on the Health on Campus website between 15–17 September.

OUTDOOR LIFE AROUND UMEÅ
PETTER & JOSEFIN LÄMÅS
Discover the seasonal variations in the Umeå nature, in winter, summer and everything in between. The authors of the nature guide around Umeå Friluftsliv kring Umeå, Petter and Josefin Lämås, share some of their pearls and provide some advice for your trip into nature. This lecture is offered in both English and Swedish.

OUTDOOR EATING – MEALS UNDER SEK 10
HANNA OLVENMARK
Cooking good food – healthwise, financially and planetwise – doesn’t have to be expensive or advanced. This lecture gives you advice on simple, tasty and climatefriendly food for your outings. Author and dietician Hanna Olvenmark provides useful tips on how you can eat and live cheap – in nature too.

THE FOREST EFFECT
JENNY LOVEBO
Discovering nature without demands is balm to stressed souls. In this lecture, Jenny Lovebo, senior lecturer at Linnaeus University, talks about the advantages of nature and how come forests make us feel so good, which type of forest works best, and how to get the most out of the forest effect.

THE AIR IS FREE
MIKAEL PETTERSSON
The 2021 Year of Outdoor Recreation intends to help people get out in nature. The idea is based on nature health effects and building an outdoor lifestyle. Mikael Pettersson at the Västerbotten County Administrative Board explains some health effects and invites everyone to spend the rest of the day outdoors.

Organisers and partners:
Umeå School of Sport Sciences, Umeå Student Union, Umeå Medical and Health Sciences Student Union, (IKSU) Student Services Office/Student Health Service, Human Resources Office, Feeptoit, Sport Science Programme, Exercise Physiologist Programme, Idrissvetsenskapliga föreningen, Physiotherapy Programme, Physical Activity in the Prevention and Treatment of Disease (FYSS), Property Management Office, Communications Office, Dept. of Community Medicine and Rehabilitation, SEE Sustainability Week, County Administrative Board and Umeå municipality.
LECTURES ON DEMAND

Lectures are held in Swedish and available on the Health on Campus website between 15–17 September.

EXERCISE FOR WOMEN
LISBETH WIKSTRÖM-FRISÉN
A lecture about women’s physiology, exercise, and performance curves. Lisbeth explains hormones, menstruation, symptoms, and women-specific health – good-to-know facts for everyone. Lisbeth Wikström-Frisén is doctor of sports medicine at the Department of Community Medicine and Rehabilitation, Umeå University.

PHYSICAL LITERACY – WHAT’S NEW?
GRIM JERNUDD
The interest for physical literacy has exploded in the last few years. The advantages of diverse training and the links between physical activity and health are vast, but what’s new? Grim works to give more people the opportunity to discover their physical potential. He has studied sports medicine at Umeå University and is now active at the Change the Game Foundation.

ACTIVITIES ON DEMAND

POSTURE TRAINING
REBECCA REIS
Your posture affects you more than you think. A good posture brings calm and energy, whereas a bad posture increases pain and stiffness. Try it out and notice the difference. Health on Campus offers two sessions. One aimed at neck issues (in Swedish) and one full body posture session (in English). No advance knowledge needed.

FOREST YOGA
A on demand yoga session in our abundant nature. Enjoy the scents and sounds. A whilst training flexibility, balance, strength and bodily awareness.

YOGA BY THE WATER
Train your flexibility, balance, strength and bodily awareness on the waterfront under the open sky on demand.

TOTAL TRAINING FOR RUNNERS
This is a on demand session involving strength, flexibility and cardio suitable particularly to those who enjoy a run from time to time.

LIVE ONLINE

INTRODUCTION TO MINDFULNESS
At 10:00–11:00 (Swedish)
At 12:00–13:00 (English)
A workshop in mindfulness. Learn to stay in the present, increase your ability to focus and reduce your stress. The workshop is only aimed at students. Organised by the Student Health Service.

STRESS MANAGEMENT
At 11:00–12:30 (Swedish)
At 13:30–15:00 (English)
What is stress and how does it affect us? A workshop focused on stress, anxiety and strategies to manage. The workshop is only aimed at students. Organised by the Student Health Service.

HOME TRAINING WITH IKSU
Through IKSU’s online training, you find trainer-led sessions providing you with IKSU training whenever you want and on all levels. Some of the sessions are open to everyone, just press play and train away.

EXISTENTIAL HEALTH – EXERCISES
At 13:00–14:00
What brings meaning to life? What is freedom and where do I belong? Welcome to an online workshop using “Open cards” to explore and exercise our existential health. Organised by the University Chaplaincy.